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I • I 1 ~ T H L J U C T I [J I'~ J\ N L J U ~ T 1 F I L 1\ TIL: N 

To Inany Americans the name tionald Reagan may still recall 

images of the actor who stared in late ni~ht Grade B movies. On 

the oth~r h3nd, to persons of a younyer vintage Heagan was a ~an 

who frequently appeared in a ten-gallon stetson holding a box 

of 2 U - m u 1 e - tea m B 0 r a x • ~j h (j t h L S aid is Ion 9 for got ten, but the 

face, the suave manner, anu tho smile is long remembered. The 

name Ronald heagan first conjures-up the im~ge of an actor but 

secondly one recognizes that this actor is now Governor of 

California. 

Reagan took the first and most significant move toward 

securing the governorship of California in the 1964 Presioential 

campaign of Barry Goldwater. On Cctober 27th, 1964 via natiunal 

television Heagan celivered a speech entitled "A Time For 

Chousing." In this one-half hour telocast keagan acnieved 

national recognitiLn and laio the founcation for his 1966 victory 

over Governor Pat Brown in California. 

"1\ Tim e For C h 0 to sin 'J" has bee n .~ i d t.; 1 y not c e a s a s i 9 n i f i can t 

rhetorical transaction. William F. Buckley called it "the most 

succ85sful single politicdl broadcast since Mr. Nixon's Checker's 

Spuech.,,1 The COr.lPlcnts of a Goluv/uter cumpai9n i3niJlyst, ~tLphen 

1 K u r t 1t1. R itt e r, II K 0 nit 1 d H e iii 9 i3 n "-t n d 'T h e S p £.; C c h ' : The 
f-ihetoric of f-!ublic t<elations Politics II J. Jeffery Auor, The 
R he tor ic of Cur T ime!5 (NevI York: S pple ton-C e n tury- Crofts, 1969), 
p. 4UU. 
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Shadegg, were in accordance with Buckley when he stated: "Reagan's 

speech was by far the most effective exposition of conservative 

concern for the future of the nation offered by anyone in the 

1964 campaign.,,2 In his biography of Reagan, Bill Boyarsky 

described the speech in this manner: liThe speech was to party 

conservatives what William Jennings Bryan's 'Cross of Gold' 

Speech had been to the farmers and workers of the Democratic 

party in 1896, a rallying point, a promise for hope for the 

future.,,3 

More important to Reagan, the speech was a major factor 

in catapulting him from a second-rate actor and political 

nonentity to a potential Republican contender for public office. 

In his article "The Rhetoric of Public Relations Politics," 

Kurt W. Kitter stated: "With this speech, tieagan rose out of 

a disastrous Republicdn defeat to establish himself as a poten-

tial canuidate for Governor of California, and the 'hottest new 

product on the Republican horizon. ,,,4 

Reagan's almost instant success story is rare in politics 

ana thus serves as fertile ground for rhetorical analysis. But 

"A Time For Choosing" provides an even greater uniqueness in its 

unusual developmont. "The Speech," as it was titled by newsmen, 

2Stephen 5hadegg, What Happened to Goldwater? The Inside 
Story gi ~ 1964 Republican Campaign (New York: Holt, Rinehart 
& Winston, 1965), p. 253. 

3Bill Boyarsky, ~ Rise of Ronald Reagan (New York: 
Random House, 1968), p. IUS. 

4Ritter, p. 400. 



II • f'1 t:. T H OD U UJ G Y 

In order to gain the historical perspective necessary for 

analysis, the organizational-critical fr~mework of this study 

will utilize the concept of motivational analysis presented by 

Kenneth Burke. Burke's "Dramatistic Pentad" centers around the 

~pplication of five areas of possible ~otivQtion ur five differ-

ent questions concerning points of view. 

In his book !l Grammar of Motives, l:JuIke claims that any 

human situation Cdn be described or analyzed by ~nswerin9 five 

questions: 

We shall use five terms as generating ~rinciple of our 
investigation. They drs: Act, Scene, Agent, Agency, Purpose. 
In a rounded statement about motives, you must nave 60me 
word th ot namES th e ac t (names IrJhiJ t took pI dce, in t houg h t 
or deed), and another than nt:l~eS the scene (the background 
of the act, th~ situation in which it occurred); Also, you 
must indicate what person or kind of person (ag~nt) performed 
the act, what means or instruments he used (agency), and the 
purpose. . any com~)lctu stutemcnt iJbout mctives VJill 
offer some kind of answers to these five quwstions: whut 
waS done (act), when or whLrB it was oone (SCEne), who ~id 
it (agent), how he did it (aguncy), and why (purpose).1 

By answering BurkE's five questions of motivation, the 

critic is in d better position to reconstruct accurately the 

rhetorical transaction within the environment in ~hich it was 

delivered dnd, thereby, obtain the perspective nec~ssary for 

analysis. In fact, "Burke cli3ims we Coin never arrive at valid 

1 
Kenneth Burke, !l Grammar of t"1otives (New York: Pref,ticc-

Hall, 1945), p. xv. 
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and realistic descriptions of the substances of messag~s in a 

rhetorical experience until we consider them from all five inter-

2 related aspects." 

The value of the pentad as a critical method is partic-

ularly clear when applied to Reagan's speech. For example, to 

answer the question "who was the agent," the pentad demands a 

much deeper answer than a mere statement that Ronald Reagan was 

the man who physically delivered the speech and, therefore, was 

the agent. The pentad calls for a much more detailed ~xploration 

into the speaker's nature and background as they relate to the 

other aspects of the pentad. The facts uncovered by this inves-

tigation--that Reagan was a movie-star and television celebrity, 

that he worked in public relations for ten years--play a vital 

role in the total understanding of the success or failure of 

Reagan's rnetoric. 

The "Dramatic Pentad" also demands a much more detailed 

investigation of the speaker's agency--his rhetoric or how he 

did it. Burkeian theory has stimulated several methods by various 

rhetorical critics for conducting such investigations into a 

speaker's agency. 

One such critic, Virginia Holland, advocated that a 

speaker's agency may be considered from a strategic viewpoint. 

Holland suggested: 

Ordinarily, when the rhetorical critic reads or listens 
to a speech and attempts to analyze how the speaker said it, 

2Richard E. Crable and John J. Makey, "Kenneth Burke's 
Concept of Motives in Rhetorical Theory," Today's ~peech, 20 
(Winter, 1972), 11. 
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he asks hi~self such questions as: what were the lines of 
argument? what were the emotional appeals? 

Instead of plaguing himself with what often appears to 
be a confusing dichotomy of logical versus emotional appeals, 
why should not ~he critic ask the question that combines the 
answers to both within its answeE--What were the speaker's 
strategies?3 

In other words, first, what were the speaker's problems, 

and second, what was his plan of attack, or strategy to overcome 

those problems? Through this application of Burke's theory, the 

critic may use the reconstructed and interrelated aspects of the 

speech provided by a pentadic analysis to find the essence of the 

rhetoric--the basic strategy. 

Holland's strategic perspective relates directly to the 

pentad segment of agency--how it was done. In this analysis the 

Holland strategic analysis is useful because Reagan did have a 

specific purpose in his rhetoric, a number of rhetorical prob-

lems, and a basic strategy to accomplish his goal(s). 

There are other interpreters of the rhetorical philosophy 

presented by Burke. nhetorical theorist Walter Fisher applied 

the Burkeian principles to offer a somewhat new direction for 

investigation. In his article I'A Motive View of Communication," 

Fisher suggested a relationship between motives and audience-

speaker perspectives. Fisher suggested that: 

Not only does a rhetorical communication recommend a 
way of viewing a subject, it also implies a conception of 
the audience that attends and the communicator who presents 
it. One may hypothesize that rhetorical discourse will be 

3Virginia Hollanu, "Hrletorical Criticism: A Burkeian 
Method,1I Quarterly Journal of Jpeech, 39 (December, 1953), 444. 
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persuasive to the ext8nt that the image already held by the 
audi8nce, the degre~ to which the imaye it implies of the 
audience corresponds with the self-image huld by members of 
the auuience, and the degree to which the image assumed ~n 
the message and its presentation by the communicatur is 
attractive to the audicnce. 4 

Translated, Fisher was speaking of images: the speaker's 

imagE of his audience, the auuience's image of the speaker, and 

the speaker's desire to ch~nge on8 of the two former images. 

~ince political speakers frequently have image problems, Fisher 

theorized that the need to dlter or reinforce an image commonly 

h~ld by a group of people may be a motiVE in a rnetorical sit-

uation. Fisher ~oses four mGtive situations: 

Affirmatiun, concerned with giving birth to an image; 
reaffirmation, concerned with revitalizing an image; 
purification, conc~rned with correcting an image; and 
subversion, concerned with undermining 3n image. 5 

Therefore, to analyze keegan's 1964 address, K~;nneth 

Burke's "Dramatistic Pentad" ~vill be utilized as the organ-

izaticndl framework supplcmt~nted by the criticill tools of 

Fisher's motive view of cOf!lmunication and Holland's rhetorical 

strategy approach. 

4'I~alter H. Fisher, itA f"lotive View of Communication, It 
Quartbrly Journal of ~p~ech, 56 (April, 1978), 131. 

5 Ibid ., 13~. 



I II. THE AGE. NT 

For the purposes of this analysis, it is important to 

examine the agent's background because the development of the man 

corresponds to the developmGnt of "The ~peech." In this section 

there are two primary goals: to provide an outline of the bio-

graphy of Ronald Reagan ana, from this perspective, to focus 

upon aspects of the agent that had particular influence upon his 

rhetoric. 

According to Richard Uulahan ana ItJilliam Lambert in Life 

Magazine: "the political genesis of ~onald Reagan has been 

thirty years in the making. His boyhood, as he tells it, was 

poor but happy, and as All-American as a strawberry festival."1 

Born February 6, l~ll, in Tampica, Illinois and reared in rural 

Dixon, Illinois, young Ronala Reagan was the image of the ideal 

boy. keagan's father was a snoe salesman in the town's general 

store. His family life was a blend of extreme poverty and hon~st 

hard work. 2 

Biographer Bill Boyarsky described Reagan's childhood in 

this manner: "It was a picture-book boyhood, something out of 

an old Norman Rockwell cover for the ~aturday evening ~ or 

1nichard Oulahan and William La~bert, "The keal Ronald 
Reagan Stands Up," Life, 60 (January, 1966), 78. 

2Bill Boyarsky, The Rise of Ronald Reagan (New York: 
Random House, 1968), pp. 29-32. 

B 
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a Booth Tarkington novel. It was Tom ~awyer and Huckleberry 

Finn without the tragedy of Nigger Jim's slavery.»3 

In his formative boyhood in conservative mid-America, 

Reagan was indoctrinated with the protestant ethic, conservatism, 

and the ideal tnat all men should strive to achieve in a spirit 

of individualism and independence. 4 

From his college education in Eureka, Illinois, Reagan 

gained folk wisdom, a oistrust of the big university system, and 

a college degree. With this background he became a sports 

announcer at radio WHO in Des Moines, Iowa, until, in 1937, he 

and Warner Brothers accidentally stumbled into each other. 5 

Although Warner Brothers hao great expectations for Reagan, 

he became the king of the Grade-B movie. keagan's tour of 

hollywood movies not only provided him with a d~gree of stardom, 

but also began his political career. During 1946 he joined the 

American Veterans Committee, the Hollywood Independent Committee 

of Arts, Sciences, and Professionals, and the United World 

Federalists--all liberal in philosopny.b As a minor Hollywood 

celebrity, Reagan was the guest speaker at several American 

Veteran meetings. However, he soon discovered that the organ-

izations he had become associated with were communist front 

3 
Boyarsky, p. 32. 

4 Ibid ., pp. 27-28. 

5 Ibid ., pp. 49-53. 

6Ibid ., p. 89. 
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groups. With an intense feeling of being duped and taken ad-

vantage of, Reagan publicly withdrew his membership.7 

When Reagan naively joined these publicly unacceptable 

organizations, it was also the beginning of a change in his 

philosophical stance. Not only hac he "lost face." but he may 

also have developed the beginnings of his deep and basic feel-

ings aguinst communism and his gradual return to a strict 

conservative ethic. 

In his autobiograpny Reagan described the depression in 

the movie industry curing the 1940's as communist inspired: 

"They were the cause of the labor strife, they usea minor 

jurisdictional disputes as excuses for their schemes. Their 

aim was to gain economic control of the motion picture industry 

in order to finance their activities and subvert the screen for 

8 their propaganda. II I n his biograplly of Reagan, Boyarsky dis-

cussed the change in his ~olitical philosophy toward the conser-

vative ethic and linked it to his clash with the Hollywood 

. t 9 
commun~s s. 

After this experience, Reagan moved into the first phase 

of his political training. He had been active in the Screen 

Actors Guild since 1938 concerning wages dnd contracts. During 

the late 1940's and 1950's when he was president of the guild 

he learned diplomacy and the art of negotiating.'O 

7 Ronald Reagan anw Richard Hubler, Where' s ,The. ~est of Me? 
(New York: vu~ll, Sloan, and Pearce, 1965), p. 3Ul. 

Blbid., p. 159. 

9Boyarsky, pp. 24-26. 
10Reagan, p. 233. 
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Until 1954, Reagan continued his leadership in the ~creen 

Actor's Guile and produced quick chea~ movies--none of which were 

significant. By 1954 Reagan was tired of the petty quarrels of 

Hollywood politics and apparently knew his acting career was 

losing momemtum. It was time for a change, so Reagan moved to 

television. 

In his autobiugraptly keagan described the purpose of his 

television role: "In 1954 this General Electric Corporation 

was looking for a host for its new half-hour television series--

a man who could act, sell G.E. products, help build the company's 

corporate image, and visit G.E. plants to improve employee morale.,,11 

This stage in his career is significant for seVeral reasons. 

First, it allowed him to make the transition from bad movies to 

television, and, thereby, reinforce the national image of Keagan--

Hollywood celebrity. Sustaining his star image was important to 

any future career in politics, but even more significant to this 

career was the experience and exposure Reagan obtained through 

the television medium. When Reagan made his transition into 

the active political scene he would neither be an unknown nor 

a novice in the most volatile realm of big politics--television. 

Luring this period television was a focal point of Reagan's 

life, but in his autobiograpny he admits that it was the speaking 

tours beforE General ~lectric employees that changed his iaeas: 

These employees I was meeting were a cross-section of 
Americans and, damn it, too many of our own political leaders, 
our labor leaders, and certainly a lot of geniuses in my own 

11Boyarsky, p. 99. 
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business and on Madison Avenue have underestimated them. 
They want the truth, they are friendly and helpful, intell
igent and alert. They are concerned, not with security as 
some would have us believe, but with their very firm per
sonal liberties. Ano they are moral. 12 

Reagan saw most Americans as moral, independently striving 

for self-sufficiency, dnd forgotten by their politicians. It was 

from the culmination of his conservative youth, disallusionment 

with the Hollywood scene, and contact with over 250,UUO General 

tlectric employees that made the Reagan ethic equal to conser-

vative e::thic. 

For eight years he toured and spoke before th~ wo~king 

class. l-h . d t ' h' 13 e ~ eas ne presen ed were 1S own. During the years 

on the General llectric tour Heagdn's philosophy underwent a 

gradual change. Parelling the change in his personal philosophy, 

his speech also unoerwent a gracual change in focus. heagan 

commented on the development of "The Speech" in his autobiography: 

As the years went on, my speech underwent a kind of 
evolution, reflecting not only my changing philosophy but 
also the swiftly rising tioe of collectivism that threatens 
to inundate what remains of our free ecunomy. I don't 
believe it was all just a case of my becoming belatedly 
aW8re of something that already existed; the last decade 
has seen a quickening of tempo in our government's race 
toward a controlled society.14 

keagan's views did become more intense curing those years 

on the General Llectric tour, but the more important fact is trlat 

during these eight years of speaking he delivered ess~ntially 

one speech. "The Speech," as it was knmm to newsmen, became a 

12Reagan, p. 257 

13 Ibid ., pp. 262-264. 

14 Ibid ., p. 266. 
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refl~ction of the man and the time. The final and greatest cul-

mination of "The Speech" came in 1964 when itA Time for Choosing" 

was presented on national television in behalf of Barry Goldwater. 

From this biographical data several pertinent influences 

on Reagan's political behavior can be observed. From his boy-

hood and disillusionm~nt with Hollywood, Reagan gained two 

things: a deeply rooted belief in the conservative ethic and a 

long lasting hatred of communism and liberalism. As will be 

shown in the analysis of the speech itself, both aspects affected 

his rhetoric. 

Further conclusions may be drawn in the area of the agent's 

appeal. By examining Reagan's background in some detail, it is 

easier to unaerstand the nature of his image. As a small-town-

boy-made-goud-in-the-big-world, he was what politicians called 

a I'packaged candidate." He had a clean, all-American background, 

experience in public relations, national recognition, and was 

familiar with the medium of television. All of these aspects 

affected his political success and will be reluted to Reagan's 

rhetoric in the following discussion of scene, rhetorical 

problems, and strategies. 



IV. ACT/SCENE 

The purpose of an act/scene analysis is to reconstruct 

those relevant elements of situation necessary to evaluate the 

speech's content and rhetorical strategies. without an under-

standing of these two interrelated aspects, the critic could 

not logically attempt to formulate conclusions concerning the 

speaker's success or failure. 

To establish the necessary framework for analysis, the 

human action that was done must be established (th~ act). 

Second, the composition of persons, actions, and ideas that 

formed the environrnent--the context--of the act must be re-created 

1 (the scene). Thus, the act was the aelivery of itA Time For 

Chousing" by Reagan, and the scene WaS the sociul-political 

environment of this speech. 

~imply stated, the act was composed of a one-half hour 

telecast. "Gn October 27th, konald Reagan, a staunch Goldwater 

supporter, delivered a speech of his own composition entitled 

'A Time For Choosing' on nationwide television."2 The scene 

could quite briefly be condensed to include the professional 

trappings of a television studio, several camera men, Reagan, 

1Richard ~. Crable and John J. Makay, "Kenneth Burke's 
Concept of Motives in Rhetorical Theory," Today's Speech, 20 
(Winter, 1972), 12. 

2Stephen Shadegg, ~ Happened 1£ Goldwater? The Insiue 
Story of the 1964 Republican Campaign (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 
& Winston, 1965), p. 252. 

14 
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and the audience tnat viewed the political telecast. But an 

evaluation of tnis brevity is obscenely bare. In the analysis of 

this particular rhetorical occassion, a thorough examination of 

the scene, ana what may be called the scene behind the scene, is 

vitally important. unly through a full accounting of scene, can 

one determine the pux'!-l0ses motivating tho speaker and the rhct-

orical problems facing him. 

Perhaps the key to the scene of this address was that 

Reagan Jid not deliver tne speech in his own behalf. He was 

co-chairman for the California Guldwater drive for President. 

It was ~"ithin this function of speaking "for" Goldwater that 

the speech was delivered, and it is within the framework of the 

Goluwater drive for Presia~nt in which the scene was found. 3 

The Goldwater movement had pledged to America that it 

would represent the "great ana frustrated conservative majority" 

that composed the real Americans. 4 Theodore Whlte, in his 

analysis of the 1964 election campaign, described the power of 

the Goldwater movement: 

(New 

The wordless resentments, angers, frustrations, fears 
ana hopes that were shaping this force were something new 
and had welled-up long before Goldwater himself took his 
Presidential chclnces seriously. The movement waS something 
deep, a change or a reflection of change in American life 
that qualified as more than politics--it was history.S 

3"Stage to Sacramento?," Time, 86 (July 3U, 1965), 13-14. 

4Theodore H. ~-Jhi te, T he Making of .i!1!::. P resioent in 1964 
York: Atheneum, 1965), p. 316. 

5 Ibid ., pp. 85-89. 
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Goldwater, in a sense, became a voice for the frustrated 

American. He succeeded in capturing the Kepublican nomination 

from the Kockefeller and Nixon strongholds. A staunch conser-

vative bordering on thd right wing raaical fringe, Goldwater 

correctly analyzed the fever of the nation in his primary campaign 

appeals. Theodore white described the political climate of 1964 

as one of unrest: 

Across the country, from Maine to California, families 
and individuals, cherishing the old virtues and seeing 
them destroyed or ignored or flounted, were in ferment. 
Across the sky of politics there began to float new names 
like the John Birch Society, the Minut~Men, the National 
Indignation Convention, Freedom-In-Action and other groups. 
At the ~xtrdme of the frustration were madmen dnd psychopaths 
distrubed by conspiracy, Negroes, Jews, Catholics, beardies, 
but toward the center it involved hundreds of thousands of 
intensely moral peo!-llt: who ilated and despised not only 
adultery but Communism, waste, weakness, government bur
eaucracy and dnarchy.6 

Although Goldwater had correctly analyzed the climate of 

the nation in the 1964 campaign, he had difficulty in relating 

his own conservative message to tnis audiLnce. In other words, 

he was a politician with the right message but the wrong way 

of delivering it. Political analysts of the 1964 cam!-laign 

generally agreed tnat Golowater defeated himself: 

In less than threL we~ks since he had first come to 
New Hampshire, Barry Goldwater had fri~hteneo the Ham!-l
shiremen. Gne !-licked up the echo from the motner with 
baby in arms who said of Goldwater, 'He's making silly 
statements, he's ambiguous; he's scaring everybody.' 
As well as from the college man who shook his head 
saying, 'We were for Guldwater until two weuks ago--
but he's been saying such crazy things;' and from a Concurd 

6White, p. t.l9. 
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industrialist who f;ad b~gan the campaign as a Goldwater man, 
but: 'If he doesn't mean what he says, then he's just 
trying to get votes; ana, if he does mean what he says-
then the man is dangerous. 7 

.' 

lUg LJ • 

industrialist who i)ad b~gan tht:! campaign as a Goldwater man, 
but: 'If he doesn't mean what he says, then nels just 
trying to get votes; anu, if he does mean what he says-
then the man is dangerous. 7 

The way in which Goldwater destroyed his own image was 

painfully well documented. According to the October Gallop 

Poll Goldwater was trailing Johnson sixty-five percent to 

8 twenty-nine percent. The fact remained that soon after the 

nomination Goldwater had erected an almost unsurmountable 

psychological barrier between his audience and his message. 

The barrier was built by the careless remarks of an inexper-

ienced candidate and solidified by the image that television, 

the press, and the Democrats had promoted--the image of a hurd 

core right wing radical who was dangerous to America. A Louis 

Harris survey released in July of 1964 showed public opinion 

ana the public's image of Goldwater's opinions to be drastically 

in conflict. 9 These psychologicul barriers were probably the 

~ 1 L ..I. r'" , I 
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As co-chairman of the California drive for Goldwater, 

Reagan frequently 9ave endorsements for him at funo-raising 

functions in the state. In early October the N~tional Goldwater 

committee decided to buy prime television time for a last big 

bid for the grass-routs donations. At this point in the cam-

paignt when Goldwater was floundering t ttle committee waS look

ing for someone special to make their appeal. 10 

That very special person was founa in HonalG Reagan. He 

was a 10yul Goldwater supporter. He was a movie-celebrity and, 

therefore, would draw a large audience. heagun was also deeply 

conservative dnd his philosophy coincided with Goldwater's 

political doctrine. Because ~eagan was deeply routed in the 

conservative ethic, was anti-liberal, and was anti-government 

bureaucracy, he seLmed the perfect man for the Guldwater spon-

sored telecast. To add to his appeal t keagan also has a pre-

pared speech. Insteao of presenting a Goldwater written text, 

~eagan used his own ten year old, tried-and-true "A Time for 

Choosing" speech. Therefore t out of the problems of the 

G Id t . d' t . t f· 11 o wa er campa~gn emerge a un~que oppor un~ y or neagan. 

The remaining important aspect of scene to be discussed 

is the audience that viewed the speech. The audience was 

composed of the average American watching television who liked 

the conservative aspects of the Golowater credo but could not 

10 
~hadegg, pp. 25u-254. 

1 1 
Reagan, p. 6. 
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accept the radical overtones. But to keagan, there was yet 

another audience. 

Robert Cathcart in his book .E.2ll Communication discusses 

the hidden audience: 

further complicating the critic's understanding of a 
speech in its entirety is the fact that it may have more 
than one audience. Kemoved audiences must be considered 
as part of the speech situatiun, because the speech affects 
them and they, in turn, affect what the speaker chooses to 
say.12 

In this case, the IIhidden audience" did indeed play an important 

role in the rhetorical situation. 

Because he waS an aspiring politician, a second, and 

somewhat obscure auaienc~ composed of the Republican leadership 

and financeers was Reagan's primary persuasive target. This 

was his first big political speecn. It was his political deout, 

and, lik~ the debut of his Hollywoud movies, the most important 

viewers were the critics who would make or break a career. 

In this particular case, a detailed analysis of act/ 

scene was not only relevant but of paramount necessity. Neither 

the scene nor the agent's purposes in the act were obvious from 

a surface examination. The scene of this speech is intricately 

woven into the fabric of Goldwater's 1964 Presidential campaign. 

During that campaign Reagdn was offered the opportunity to give 

a speech of his o~"n composition on national television in behalf 

of Goldwater. In his speech keagan had a twofold auuience, the 

average American and a select group of Republican leaders. With 

12Houert Cathcart, Post Communication: Criticism ~ 
Evaluation (Indianapolis: ~bs-Merrill, 1966), p. 33. 
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a perspective of scene, the next logical area of examination 

is the motivation behind the speech and the rhetorical probl~ms 

Reagan fac~d in his political debut. 



v. PUHPGSl~/KHlTORICAL PROBLLM5 

[very speech is a creative effort to produce that 
arrangem~nt of appropriate ingredients that will best 
serve the speaker's purposes. 1 

The speech Reagan had delivered for ten years on the 

General ~lectric Tour adapted almost perfectly to his first 

purpo~e as a fund raiser for the Goldwater drive. As a cel-

ebrity Reagan was selLcted to make the plea for campaign 

contributions. But behind the outward purpo~e of fund-raising, 

there may have been an additional reason fDr selecting Reagan. 

At this point in the campaign Goldwater's image problems 

were overwhElming the effectiveness of his conservative message. 

The psychological barrier that faced Goldwater was nearly im-

pregnable. It seemed logical, then, that the Guluwater committee 

would have selected a man who could help their candidat's 

problems. 

Seemingly, Reagan was selected with this function in 

mind because his m~ssage was devoutly conservative ~nd quite 

similar to Goldwater's rhetoric. The question was could another 

man, in this case Honald Reagan, penetrate the Guldwater barriers 

and persuade the public to give him the hearing that they denied 

Goldwater? 

Analysis of the scene would suggest that the circumvention 

of Goldwater's image barrier was, if not an explicit purpose in 

1dobert Cathcart, Post Communication: Criticism dnd 
Lvaluation (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1966), p. 4. 

21 
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the Reagan speech, at least a dim hope, With many movie cel-

ebrities campaignirlg for Guldwater, it would test the limits of 

coincidence to say this situation arose soley by chance. The 

Goldwater committee probably could have selected a more spec-

tacuL.lr star than I\eagan ~ but they did not. Whether an explicit 

intention or a chance result, the conservative rhetoric of Reagan 

diJ contain the potential to attack the perctptual barriers to 

messages concerniny conservative doctrine. 

To the Goldwater committee, ~eagants purpose in the tele-

cast was to raise mcney, to circumv,~nt Guldwater's barriers, and 

to deliver a strong ap~eal for the conservative e~nic. In his 

attempt to accomplish these purposes Reagan faced a number of 

significant rhetorical problems. HObert Cathcart described 

rhetoric al problems in this fas ilion: 

Une of the most useful approaches to speech analysis 
is to look upon a tipeech as a problem-solving process. 
A speaker has a problem to solve. He wants something from 
the audience, he wishes to attain a goal. uDstacles stand 
in the way of that goal, and the speaker can follow alter
native paths to overcom~ th~se. Ho~ to surmount these 
obstacles and achieve the desired goal is th~ speaker's 
rhetorical problem. 2 

One rhetorical problem confronting Reagan waS the public 

opinion of Go~dwater. Cast as a dangerous right wing radical, 

Goldwater had so alienated his audiuncb that his conservative 

message was ineffective. out would the public up inion of 

Goldwater carryover to another individual fostering a similar 

conservative doctrine? vJhen Reagan presented his own conSer-

vative philosophy, would the public refuse to listen to him 

2 
Cathcart, pp. 36-37. 
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also because of the neg~tive associdtion with Goldwater? Reagan 

would, obviously, have to design his appeals to lessen these 

barriers and to overcome the radical connotations of his message. 

As far as the Goldwater Committee was concerned, promoting 

the Goldwater cirive was the extent of Heasan's pu~pose. But 

Reagan used the national telecast for a very personal purpose 

of his own. Like Goldw8ter, Reagan had an image problem. The 

political realm was seemingly closed to him because influentisl 

le.ders could not see an actor in a ten gallon hat who intro-

cuced Death Valley Days as Governor of California. If his life 

goal of political success was ever to be acnieved, he would have 

to change this image. In t ,is respect, his primaI'y persuasive 

target was a very select segment of h~s audience--the politically 

powerful men in California who must be pe~suaded that Reagan 

was more than just an actor. ThErefore, nis major rhetorical 

probl~m centered around his own image dnd how to mo~ify it. 

Because Reagan was attempting to change an image or to create a 

new form of image, his person.l "motive situation" would be 

described by Walter fisher as one of "affirmation," giving 

birth to an image.
3 

In summary, Reagan had two diverse purposes tied to 

rhetorical problems concerning images. first, he must penetrate 

the hostility surrounding the Goldwat~r image and fulfill his 

function as a fund raiser. More importantly, he desperately 

needed to change his own image as a television cowboy in order 

3 
W.lter R. fisher, "1\ Motive Vii.:w of Communication," 

4uarterly Journal uf Speech, 56 (April, 1970), 131. 



VI. AG~NCY 

the context, the .gent, .nd the _gent's purposes ~nd rhetoric~l 

problems. From this perspective, the next ~re. uf concentr.tion 

fOCU5~S upon the rhetoric itself. 

Kenneth Burke suggested through his Dramatistic Pentad 

that an examination of the agency would ask such questions con-

cerning the speaker as "what means or instruments he used" or, 

simply, how did the speaker attempt in his rhetoric to accomplish 

1 his goals? One means of answering these questions is through 

the application of the concept of "strategy" advanced by Burke. 

Rhetorical critic Virginia Holldnd elaborated un the strategy 

approach in describing a speaker's presentation as the: 

~ymbolic response to a situation or problem, ana is, 
as Burke Ilas suggested, not merely an answer to a situation, 
but a strategic or s~ylized answer, for tne speaker symbolizes 
his attitudes in the form of strategies with which he hopes 
to modify or sustain the situation. . A strategy may be 
thought of as

2
a plan of attack, a way of meeting a probl~m 

or situation. 

In order to clarify the application of the strategy approach, 

1 
Kenneth Burke, ~ Grammar of Motives (New York: Prentice-

Hall, 1945), p. xv. 

2Virginia Holland, "Rhetorical Criticism: A Burkeian 
Method, II Quarterly Journal of Speech, 39 (December, 1953), 445. 
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Holland further stated: 

The accurate naming of the strategies obviously depends 
upon a careful analysis of the speaker's language pattern to 
determine what words most realistically name the associative 
groupings of ideas which the speaker makes in his language. 
The more accurate the rhetorical critic is in selecting the 
~Jord which rlamt;S \Jilat ttle combinations of \>"JOrd symbols \"i thin 
thE; sE;ntence and paragraph dre really doing, trle more valid 
is his rhetorical judgment. Once he "as named his strutegy, 
his task is to present the language evidence ne belibves 
warrants the strategy-naming. 3 

Heagan's strategies, then, would be formulated to meet 

his particular problems of "affirming" his own image as a pol-

itician, promoting the Goldwater credo, eliciting campaign 

donations, and circumventing the barriers established by Goldwater 

to messages of conservative doctrine. His stylized answer to 

this unique situation resulted in the presentation of two strat-

egies: condemnation and unification. 

Condemnation 

Walter Fisher in his article "A Motive View of Communication lt 

suggested a motive situation which corresponds directly to a 

strategy presented by Reagan. Fisher described his fourth motive 

situation as rhetoric of subversion: 

~ubversive rhetoric is an anti-ethos rhetoric; that is, 
it invariably is an attempt to undermine the credibility of 
some person, idea, or institution. Une of its chief modes 
accord with what is sometimes called the 'devil theory' of 
persuasion. The strategy is to make a man, idea, or insti
tution consubstantial with Satanic attributus and intentions. 
Typical of this approach to subversion are those attacks on 
authority that alledge the existence of a conspiracy to 
destroy the true will of ri~ht-thinking people. 4 

3 Holland, 445-446. 

4 Walter R. Fisher, "A Motive View of Communication," 
Quarterlv Journal of Speech, 61 (April, 1970), 138. 
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Reagan's strategy of condemnation* was mounted on two 

fronts: the attack on big government and the attack on the lib-

eral philosophy. He apparently had four purposes in this strategy 

formation: he wanted to promote the conservative ethic which 

both he ana Golowater helo as their philosophy; he needed to 

attack the liberal philosophy associated with President Johnson; 

through his attack on the liberal philosophy, he needed to pro-

mote Goldwater as the man to solve the problems of big government; 

but most important to Reagan, he needed to affirm his own polit-

ical potential by proving tnat a conservative could successfully 

attack the Democratic liberal establishmbnt without alienating 

the public. 

The attack on big government presented by Heayan waS the 

main focus of his speech. It was so systematically presented that 

the speech text was divided into areas for attack: "The Liberal 

Philosophy: Planned ~conumy," "Government Programs Self-Perpet-

uation," II How v.iell Does the Farm P rog ram Work, 11 "s ocial ~ ccur i ty: 

Insurance P~'ogram or Tax?," and IIforeign Aid: 

mcnt.,,5 

Cost vs. Accomplish-

5honald Reagan, "A Time For Choosing" an adoress presented 
on Gctooer 27, 1964, pp. 1-10 passim. 

* ~Ihile the meaning of Fisher's "subversive" rhetoric becomes 
clear in his explanation, the name itself is somewhat confusing and, 
perhaps, misleading when ap~lied to Reagan's case. SUbversion 
connotes destructive, ruinous actions intended to overthrow an 
established source of power. While Keagan's anti-ethos strategy 
corresponds with Fisher's descri~tion of the motive situation, it 
is not analogous to connutatiuns aSbocidted with the name "sub
version. II Since Hollanc suggests the name uf a strategy is that 
term which best describes a speaker's language use and iuuas, 
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In his attack, Heagan first needed tu secure a point of 

agreement with his aUdience. His initial area of attack was to 

establish big government as undesirable to the American people. 

To help him prove the undesirability of ~resent government direct-

ion, he used traditionally valued reference points of the 

Constitution ana great American leaders wnen he said: "The 

'power of centralized government' was the very thiny tht founding 

futhers sought to minimize. They kne\rJ tnat the governlllent cannot 

control tnings. The government cannot control the economy with-

6 out controlling people." 

It would seem probable that all members of his audience 

could identify with the time-hunJred values and ideals estab-

lished in the Constitution by the "founciing fathers." t\8syan 

was associating himself and his message ~vi til sources nele.. as 

extremely credible by most Ar.lericims ana, in so uoing, was 

probably able to establish an initial reference point with his 

audience. 'i'Ji th the original "intent" of government as a basis 

of comparison, Keagan showed how far government haa strayuo as 

he worked to systematically destroy the image of benevolent 

government. Lne aspect of this attack focused on revealing 

government to be unnecessarily large: 

Government programs take on a weight and momentum 
of their own. Federal welfare spending touay is ten times 

naming keagan's anti-ethos stratt.gy as subversive would ~-ather 
put this writer in 3 preaicament. To rectify this dilemma, the 
name "cundelOnation" has been substituted as the term most 
accurately describing Neagan's iaeas and intentions. 

"A Time For Choosing," pp. 2-3. 

--------------<-----
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greater than it waS in the dark depths of the aepression, 
wh~n there was so much real need. Federal welfare spending 
in the last ten ye~rs has multiplieD eight times as fast as 
the increase in pu~ulation. . Th~re is a seeming indes
tructibility to governm~nt agencies. A government bureau 
is the nearest thing to eternal life that we shall ever 
see on this earth.7 

heagan not only presented government as unnecessarily 

large, it was also inefficient. In keeping with his style of 

dry humor, Heagan commented: 

Probably no one in government knows exactly what every
one does do, but one congressman found an indication. He 
uncovered a man whose job in Washington is to sit and scan 
aocuments that come over his desk. He reaus th~m initials 
them dnd s~nds them on to the proper agency. Une day a 
document came his way that he was not supposed to read. 
Nevertheless hE read it, initialed it uno passed it on. 
Twenty-four hou~s later it Cdm~ back to his desk with a 
memo: 'You were not supposed to read this. [rase your 
initials and initial the erasure.'B 

Using example after example in areas ranging from social 

security to foreign diplomacy, Reagan promot~d the image of a 

well meaning but inefficient, inept, and almost stupid ~overnment 

bureaucracy. In attacking the Uepartment of Agriculture he cited 

another example of government bungling: "There is today in the 

Department of Agriculture one empluyee for every sixty farmers. 

Yet with all tnat help it ooes not know what happened to sixty-

six full shiploads of grain tllat disappeart!d without a trace 

while en route to Austria."9 

7Heagan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 4. 

Blbid • 

9 Ibid ., p. 6. 
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Through Keagan's plan of dttacK the government was not 

only inefficient but was tlie ~rEJmoter uf immoral practices: 

The opportunities for unscrupulous conduct are many. 
In one key city in the United ~tat~s a man uwning a run
down section in the heart of the city sold it to urtwn 
renewal for several milliun dollars and then subnli ttcd his 
own plan for renewal. His plan was approved ana the gov
ernment sold him back his own lane for 22 percent of the 
pu~chase price. 1o 

Directing his attack to an area of vital interest to 

taxpaying ci tiZf~ns, Reagan co".mL:nted on governml;nt fiscal ~olicies: 

"The plain truth is that ~ocial ~ecurity toddy is by its own 

admission, ~298 billion in the red. And who pays for this? 

Just take a look at your son." 
11 

He further added: 

We have a budgwt of ~~9 billion, W8 are told. But when 
yuu read the 1,600 pages of our fiscal budget you find, con
cealed in the fine print, some bookkeeping practices which 
I am sure you would all decry. You find public enterprise 
funds listed in the budget at ~3t billion; but if you 
read carefully, you discover that $23t billion is to be used 
in backdoor spending. Yet we are told we wallow in luxury 
in the private sector of the economy while the 0ublic sec
tor is starved for funds. 12 

With the picture carefully drawn for his dudience of an 

inefficient, bungling government that willfully deceived the 

American people, Reagan pr8sented his ultimate attack on big 

government as villian and almost enemy of the p~ople. Inter-

spersed throughout the speech were commtnts like: "It would 

se~m that government for guvernment's sake is wanted.,,13 In 

10. 
Reagan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 7. 

11 Ibid., p. 9. 

12 1bid ., p. 11. 

13 I· . d 
O~ ., p. 9. 
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one of his more biting attacks keayan accused big governm6nt 

of over-dominance: 

In our adult lifetime we have seen the government lay 
its nand on hCillth, housing, farming, inuustry, commerce, 
education and communications. In so doing, regardless of 
good intentions, it has created a permanent structure of 
government which i ,as become so big and so complex that it 
virtually entraps the President and the Congress, regard
less of which party is elected to power. 14 

Reagan's strat~gy of attack on big government functioned 

to overwhelm his auuicnce with a maSs of examples, statistics, 

and testimony as proof of yovurnment inefficiency ana bungling. 

To complement his attacks, Reagan employed oversimplification, 

devil terms, anu appeals to the American ethic tied to pUDlic 

fear of loss of inoividualism to big government. Cunsidering 

the fears and frustratiuns that comprised the national climate 

in 1964 (see ACT/SCENE section IV), Reagan's appeals were probably 

well chosen. He was speaking directly to the moral core of ~he 

populous that "hated and despised not only adultery but 

15 Communism, waste, weakness, governm~nt bureaucracy and an~rchy." 

However, the strength of these appeals enaure only as long as 

Reagan's evidence is not examined tuo closely. 

Irving J. Hein in his book The Relevant Hhetoric uses 

Reagan as a classic example of a speaker fault he called "the 

clarifier" and suggested that eVen Keagan's hit movie "Bad Time 

14 
Reagan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 3. 

1 5 Theodore H. White, The Making of .ib£ President in 1964 
York: Antheum, lY65), p. 316. (i\iew 

------- ------------------------------
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for Bonzo was more to the point."16 Reagan setmBd to be an 

expert in tne use of nonseqL.i ter wi til examples such as his 

attack on the youth program: 

Because we have a problem with schaul dropouts and 
juvenile delinquents, it has beeB suggested that we adopt 
or review something like the CCC to hel~ these youngsters. 
The program that is proposed prurates to ~7,OOU a year for 
each young person to be htlped. You can send a boy to 
Harvard for a3,UOO a YBar! Do not get me wrong--I am 17 
not su~gesting Harvaro as the answ~r to juvenile delinquency. 

Reagan's cOl:iment on Harvnrd has absulutely no relation 

tu the proposed youth program, but the association did s~em to 

provide him witn an attempt at humor and to serve his purpose. 

~ince ~edgan had previously established government actiGns and 

programs as inept buffoonery, his audi~nce waS pro~ably receptive 

to such comments without critical examination. 

The concbpt of yovernment he presented to his audience 

was selective and oversimplified. Reagan's attack on the Depart-

ment of Agriculture functioned througil essentially one example--

that there was one government employee for every sixty farmers 

and they still lost sixty-six shiploadS of grain going to 

A t · 18 us rl.a. His proof that foreign policy was corrupt and 

unnecessary was that we had ~ pu~lic oebt and inflation. 19 There 

1 6 I '. J R ~ T·h·1.~ U 1 t b h t . ( L . rVl.ng. • e~·n·t c ft8:1..8Van . f\8 or~c ondun: lollier-
Merrill~ 1969), p. 178. 

1 I 
Reagan, "A Time for ChGosing," p. d. 

18 Ibid ., p. 6. 

19 lb' . l.o. , pp. 10-11. 
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was no valid correlati~n outw8Ln the two, but to the uncritical 

listwner, his extensive, although bogus, documentation must have 

presented a formidable case. Lonsioering the timing of Reagan's 

attack on government bureaucracy in relation to national unrest, 

it seems that tile public may have been willing and even eager 

to listen to criticism of ~overnm~nt without examination of the 

evidence--as long as it was done in a tone of moderation. 

Presented at the ap~ropridte psychulogical mom~nt with what 

seemed to be the appropriate intensity, Reagan's use of non-

sequiter and oversimplific~tion were prime vehicles for his 

stra~egy of attack. 

The application of oversimplification and nonsequiter was 

supplemwnted by the use of ~devil terms" anc "God terms." John 

J. f"lakay and i"Jillidm k. Brmm in their buok The Rhetorical 

Dialogue: Contemporary Concepts and Cases, present the Assimilation-

Contrast theory of God and Devil terms. They describe God Terms 

as: "Indiviuualism, fre;;dom, equality, success, and progress--

patterns or imdges that unite Americans dt the highest level of 

abstraction and divide them when lower level meanings are 

defined."20 Devil terms were words with negative connotations 

which could also unite an aUdience on high levels of abstraction. 21 

Reagan applied the Assimilation-Contrast theory skillfully 

20 John J. Makay and vdlliam H. Brown, The Hhetorical 
Dialogue: Contemporary C~ncepts and l.ases (Dubuque, Iowa: 
William C. Brown, 1972), p. 141. 

21 Ibid • 
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when he contrasteci the int8nt of the founGing fatl1t:;rs nutiun of 

big yuvernment to what his proof demonstrated present government 

to be. Government became TIthe closest thing to eternal life we 

22 
shall ever see on this planet." Through the use of this 

sophisticated form of sldnting, government became a "devil" 

word. Accoruing to Keagan, the present government "knowingly 

and admittedly pursues an inflationary policy as an aid to 

prosperity that will in the same two-year period reduce the 

h . f the 1 b 1"17' '11' -, ,,23 purc as~ng power 0 peop e y "'.:. b~ ~"n. Government 

was associated with "control," resorted to "force and coersion," 

and became the yreat offender, invader end even perverter of 

bl ' 011 d d . f 0 o. 1 0 24 pu ~c W~ an es~re or ~nd~v~dua ~sm. 

With government, in the form of the present Democratic 

administration, established as the enemy of tne people, keagan 

provided ample motivation for the acceptance of his conservative 

philosophy through th~ use of feur app~als. [ontrasting the 

noble intent of the founding fathers to present governm~nt 

practices, keagan offered the thesis of his speech: 

I think it is time to ask uurselves if we still know 
the freedoms intended for us by the creaturs of the only 
true revolution that nas ever taken place in man's history. 
Here in this country our revulution ~"C3S trlB only one trlat 
did not merely exchange one set of rulers for another set 
of rulers. We lighted a torch 2JO years ago that said to 

22c n8@gan, 

23 Ibid ., 

"A Time For Choosing," p. 4. 

p. 14. 

24 Ibid ., pp. 3-15 passim. 
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the downtrooden of all the world, not thut we had decided 
on a more benovolent ruler, but rather tl1at for the first 
time men nad decided his ri~hts were God-given. 25 

Reagan fortified his attack on bi~ yovernment with 

positive appeals to patriotism on the one sice dnd fear of the 

loss of individuali~m and freedom on the other. Inceed, gov-

ernment its~lf was taking ttlese freedoms, and the turch was not 

being passed on--it was being extinguished. Reagan's strategy 

of attack on big government functioned primarily through one 

main appeal--the appeal to fear--the loss of freedom and indiv-

idualism. Reagan asserted that: 

You and I have lost the Fuurth Amendment to the 
Constitution, uur ~rotection against search and s~izure. 
Today federal agents, if they suspect a citiZbn of violating 
a regulation, can invade his property without a warrant; 
can levy a fine without a formal neariny, let alone a trial 
by jury; and can seize and sell his property at auction 
to enforce paJment of tnat fine. 26 

While proof of his assertions may ilave been lacking, 

Reagan was never at a loss for examples. He stated: "It is 

time we questioneo wllat vJe have done to freEdom. federal agencies 

hold what amounts to life-and-Death power over business.,,27 If 

it were not ~nou~h that government was subverting personal 

freedom anc..i individualism, r{eagan warned tnat yovernment was 

also subverting the very fabric of our country's stability. 

Concerning the decline of American fiscal strength he stated: 

"f!~presentative Weston of Washington asked an official uf the 

25 
Reagan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 1. 

26 Ibid ., p. 5. 

271 bid.. p. 14. 
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Federal Reserve System how long we can ~ostpone the day uf 

reckoning by reS8rves. Th~ answer was, 'We are getting close 

28 
to the t::nd of the line right now. '" Reagan conveniently 

avoideo explaining what was meant by 'day of reckoning.' 

If his audience had any doubts of government as a 

villian after Reagan's a~peQls for individualism and Economic 

growth, he nad in reserve his strongest appeal. larly in the 

speech he statee: "he are at IrJar ~·Ji th the r;,ost danserous enemy 

mankind has 8ver known.,,29 Later in the speech Reagan made it 

quite clear IrJho this enemy IoJaS when i.e asserted the most sel.iou8 

threat to freedom as: 

The extent to whicG policy is d~termined by these 
permanent bureaus rather than by those we elect to office 
with uur ballots. Last year, while Congress was debating 
whether to lend the unit~a i~a~iLns ~luO million to buil it 
out of its financial oifficulties, the ~tate Department, 
witnaut asking anyone's permission, handed the GN $217 
million, part of whicfl was usee to pay the delinquent dues 
of Castro's Cuba. 3U 

Heagan was implying that tne government was inefficiently 

giving away our money ~nd, along with it, our freedom. The 

patriotic taxpayers of America ilao ~aid the DUes for Castro's 

Cuba. Considering that this speech came in 1964, only two years 

after the Cuban missile crisis, r\uagan Ilad drea~ed up as his 

master appeal the old fears against communism dnd socialism 

and memories of a near disaster in Cuba. 

28 
Reagan, "A Time For Choosing," pp. 1U-11. 

29 Ibid ., p. 1. 

30 Ibid ., p. 5. 
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The im~act of fe~r toward communism as a ml.tivdting appeal 

becomes increasingly potent in the light of two factors. First, 

less than tlJ',O weeks before Reagan delive::red his speech, "communist" 

- 1 d d ' . f' t t . ' b 31 W'th f China test-exp 0 e ths1r 1rs U om1C bLm • 1 news 0 a 

new communist power in the nuclear elite fresh in the memuries 

of his aUdience, it seems that a communist feariny public may 

have felt a heightened sensitivity toward this sUbject. Sec onc:ly, 

a study conducted in 1)73 by Opinion Research Corporation of 

New Jersey tested the question of to what degree public sentiment 

toward Communism had mellowed with time from the polarized 

opinions of the late forties and fifties. Conducted through a 

nationwide poll, Opinion hesearch Center concluded: "The p0.l.l 

shows that American at~ituae changed little in twenty years. It 

is still a finn anti-Communist atti tude. ,,32 I f the CEnter I s 

conclusion that puolic opinion had not significantly cnanged from 

1~52 to 1973 is indeed valia, it is hiShly probable that Reagan's 

manipulation of communism as a fear appeal in 1964 was striking 

a sensitive nerve in his audience. 

~eagan's strategy of attack fumctioned throuyh extensive 

but oversimplified proof supplemunted with nonsuquiters, devil 

terms, and positive appeals to patriotism fortified by fear 

appeals to loss of freedom, indiviLudlism, und the United States 

itself. Througn his attack on big government, Reagan built a 

31L ' 1 T' ~ Ange es 1mes, 17 October 1964, p. 1. 

32 NBC , "NBC Reports," 26 June 1973, "American Communism 
Today," Thomas Tomizawa. 
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strong case for the conservative Btnic--one of thE main purposes 

of his rhetoric. 

Interwoven within his attack on big government was his 

parallel strategy uf attack ~n the liberal philosophy. Reagan 

needed to attack the liberal establishment in power, represented 

by President Johnson, in order to provide an advantage for his 

canDidate, Barry Goldwater. In advancing this attack, Reagan 

carefully avoided uny direct referEnce to the ~resident which 

could have been misconstrued. Instead, he proceeded to attack 

what the liberal establishment in general had oone with public 

policy. keagon attackc.u the liberal leadership dnd \'Jhi te house 

executiv8s rather than the President himself. For example, he 

quoted Arthur ~cillesinger Jr. in such a manner as to pit lib-

eral interests diGmetrically opposed to public interest: 

A White House auviser, Arthur ~chlesing6r, Jr., sees 
the cold war oisap~earing 'through a peaceful transition 
into a not undemocratic socialism. I Another government 
adviser, Ted ~orenson, in Ilis book Decisions in the White 
House, says that public opiniun is often erratic, incon
sistent, arbitrary end unreasonabl,,; that it is frequently 
hamp~red by myths dnd misinformation, by stereotypes and by 
innate resistance to innovation. For these reasons, he 
says, 'the President must not only reign in WaShington but 
he must also rule.'33 

Through the use of testimony from the liberal establish-

ment, Reagan attempted to associate liberals with the overly 

large, inept, government bureaucracy that was subverting personal 

freedom and indiviuualism. Paralleling his attack on government 

bureaucracy, one of the main functions of his attack on liberals 

was to separate liberal interests from public interests. Again, 

3:3 . 
heagan, "A Time for Choosing,1! p. 2. 
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using testimony from the liber31 front ht stated: 

Une of the articulate voices of the liberal philoso~hy, 
Senator Clark of ~ennsylvania, defines liberalism as 'the 
program of meeting the material neeas of the masses through 
utilizing the full power of centralizeu government.' It 
is disturbing when a representative of the peuple uses wnat 
heretofore has been a for~i~n term and oescribes you and me 
as 'the masses.'34 

To furt~.r his claim thut the liberals were separating 

time-honored American values from current pclicy, Reagan appealed 

to pride and patriotism but then cont~asted tnis heritage to 

cu.rrent Illiberal" practices: 

By unleashing the individual genius of every man, a 
mere 6 percent of the worlo's pupulation occupying only 
7 percent of the world's land surface has creClted and mJns 
50 percent of the world's wealth •••• le have provea man's 
capacity for self-government. Yet today, [si~ under the 
unremitting pres5ure of the Cold war, we have adopted con
trary measures in the apparent belief that our proven system 
is unable to meet the challenge of the cold war. 35 

Those in power who were advocating change from the proven, 

American system were obviously liberals. The development of 

Reagan's speech interrelated the attacks on the liberal 8stab-

lishment and big government to imply the first as a cause of the 

second. Through the combination of these two attacks, Reagan's 

rhetoric served to equate the negative connotations Jroused 

toward big government with the liberal establishment. 

Much like his attack on Giy governmGnt, the attack on the 

liberal establishment progressed through a series of topicul 

attacks to systematically discreuit liberal philosophy. In 

34 
Reagan, itA Time fur Choosing," p. 2. 

35 Ibid • 
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attacking the liberal policies of taxation, heagan claimed: 

Governm~nt programs usually start with humanitarian 
goals and in answer to some gre~t emergency. To question 
the extent of the crisis or the suggested cure is to be 
chsrged with being opposeu to the noble motive. This is 
a dishonest evasion of ligitimate debate. It is possiule 
to fulfill our responsibilities to a needy neighbor, to be 
our 6rother's keeper, without totally replacing human com
passion with the coercion of taxation. 36 

He later added: 

The problem is not that liberals are ignorant; it is 
that they know so much that is not so. History tells us 
that as a country upproaches a tax burden of 20 percent, 37 
evasion begins and oreoks Down respect for law and oroer. 

Reagan was suggesting that liberals were supressing the 

long helG American right of dissent, succumbing to t~ctics of 

coersion, and, through their policies cf taxation, adding to 

the downfall of the United States. Through keagan's definition 

of ~ig yovernment and lioerals as cu-conspirators against the 

American ~cople, it was only logical that his appenls used in 

the attack Ln uig governmcnt--devil terms, patriotism, fear--

would cLrry over negatively to the liberal establishmbnt. To 

the average American voter, Meagan's appeals would creatE a 

certain incongruity if one favored the present Johnson adminis-

tration, yet had accepted heagan's first attack on big government 

or disliked government bureaucracy. Considering the interrel-

atianship of the two attacks, one could not accept premises of 

the first attack while rtjecting the second 3nd still maintain 

consistunt upinions. In other words, Reagan createo d line of 

36 , 
neagan, "A Time.; For' ChOusing," p. 2. 

37 Ibid ., p. 11. 
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reasoning whereby if you succumbed to his motivating appeals 

conc~rning big 0ov~rnment, you also had to accept his a~tack on 

the liberal establishment. 

Perhaps the area of greatest intensity in this plan was 

the appeal to fear of socialism. Again, Reagan equ~ted liberal-

ism with a devil association when he said: 

We cannot stop the advanc~ of socialism by electing 
to office men who just happen to be taking a little longer 
in arriving at socialist goals. Socialist goals Can be 
achieved without the s~izure and n<.1tiondlization of private 
property. It matters little that you holo title to your 
business if govErnment can dictate policies and procedures 
in that business. 38 

If one remEmbers from the beginning of his speech, heayan 

suggested thdt WE: were "at war with the most oangerous enemy 

mankind has ever known," and it seemed that he had portrayed 

liberals as allies of the COmmon enemy. Reagan used fear appeals 

to further separate his audi~nce from the liberal establishment 

when he progressed through a series of assertions using parallel 

phrasins: 

~e are told th~t if we avoid a Girect confrontation 
with ~he enemy and pursue a policy of accomodation, the 
enemy will discover that lIis system is based on a false 
premise and he will move to the right, adopting more of 
our democracy and fre,"dom. 39 

And he further added: 

We are told that the enemy will mediate, that we must 
move to the left into a govcrnment-~lanned and controlled 
economy and that as we accept a 'not undemocratic socialism' 
the enemy will lose his fear and aistLust. Lvery mo~ning 
we are treatec to bull~tins reporting on Khruschev's smile 4U 
as c~n indication of our safety from the threat of the bomb. 

38 ' Reagan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 14. 

39 Ibid • 

40 Ibid ., p. 15. 
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Heagan proceeded to oisprove the intelligence of both 

statements and aad to the strength of the fear ap~eal toward 

communism. More important, one must realize the implication 

involved in who I'we ure told" these dangerous misconceptions by. 

If one were to accept keagan's rhetorical argument, the answer 

must be tne liberal astublishment. haagan emphasized the point 

by accusing: 

One thing our well-meaning liberal friends refuse to 
face is that their whole reasonable, civilizeD, 'let's 
talk this over' solution to the threat of the bombs is 
appeasement. Appeasement ooes nat give us a choice between 
peace and war, but only between fight and 5urrender. 41 

The 6ntirc strategy of attack on the liberal establish-

ment was closely associated with the attack on big government. 

Liberals were cited as the farce behind big gDvernment. Like 

the attack on government, the attack un the liberal front functioned 

through overlapping ap~e~ls--the appeal to patriutism and the 

American myth contrasted to fear .lppeals pointing to the loss 

of inoividualism. The fear appeal to lass of American fre~dom 

waS stronger in keogan's second attack, as he more closely 

associatad liberal foreign policy with the i~pending ~ommunist 

threat. By combining the attacks, keagwn mounted an attack 

an the liberal philosophy whiCh he hoped would carry ov~r to 

discredit implicitly the policies of the current Democratic 

leaoership and further aiG the Goluwater crive. 

Reagan's strategy of attack was ~robably persuasive in 

41 
Reagan, "A Time for Chousing," p. 15. 
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that he appealed to time honored virtues of the American char

acter ano ~stQblished the fear that these values were being 

subverted. In both attacks feQr and patriotism were offered 

as motivuting forces to induce attituae change; hopefully, the 

change would be in the direction of accepting the conservative 

doctrine. ~eagan also used the strategy of attack as a means 

of affirming his own pclitical image. 

He carefully avoiaeu reference to his television cureer 

and movie background. While his audience obviously held an 

image of Reagan-actor, the speech was formulated from the view-

point of Reagan-private-citizen. The strategy also functioned 

to affirm his image through the mass of evidence presented in 

the speech. Thrcu~h the presentation of extensive proof, Heagan 

appeared to be a learned source of facts and information not 

commonly available to the public. But more im~ortant, rhetorically, 

his appeals worked to affirm his imase by r~aking his views con

substantial to time honored American values commonly helo by 

his audience. His use of historical allusions, r~ference to 

the founding fathers, and praise of God, could only be accepted, 

approved, and comm~naed uy many portions of his auoience because 

they were traditional, ordain~d Am~rican vulues. 

Through the use of these devices within the strategy of 

attack, tieagan not unly presented a formidable caSt against 

yovernment ~nd the liberal establishment, but also created a 

vehicle to enhunce his own image as a political figure. Dut 

attack was not enuugh. The negative had to be complimented or 

balanced by a positive appeal. If he was to capitalize on any 
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disposition to chanye at~itude created by his motivating appeals, 

Reagan need8d to dO more than just tear-Qown his opposition. 

From the position attained througn his strategy of attack, 

Reagan was prepared to mount his second strategy--that of 

unification through motivatiunal appeal. 

Unification 

The harsh rhetoric of Goldwater had functioned to create 

a psychological barrier betw~en the public and messages of con-

servative doctrine. If Reagan was to succeed, he needed to 

re-establish the congruity of the conservative ethic and public 

thought as well as to atte~pt consolidation of various factions 

of his audience aruund the conservative doctrine. Therefore, 

Reagan seemed to have thr~e purposes in his strategy of unifi-

cation through motivational appeal; hE wanted to increase 

Golowater's appeal ana present tli~ as the luader uf conservatism 

and consequently, the hope of the notion; and most importunt to 

Reagan, he nueded to ~nnance his own image in the eyes of both 

the public ana the Republican leadership. 

In this sense, Reagan was att~m~ting to correct a flaw 

in the Cloluwater imagL, emd his nmo"tive situation" invulvt;d an 

attemtlt to IIpurify" Goldwoter's image and promote conservative 

doctrinlO; . Therefore, under the method of analysis presLnted by 

vlalter risher, Reagan vias attelilf.)ting the rhetoric of ~uIificiJtion 

in an dttempt to correct an " 42 
~mdge. In addition, Heagan needed 

to sway potential believers to accept a new concept uf his own 

42F" h ~s er, 131. 
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image; thereforE, he was simultaneously utilizin~ the rhEtoric 

of "affirmation" in the attempt to give birth to an image. 43 

Keagan's strategy of unification throuyh motivati~nal 

appeal waS an innate outgrowth of his strategy of condemnation 

throLgh attack and, in some ways, helped to strengthEn his first 

strategy. The entire speech waS presented in an almost apolit-

ical tone. While Heagan discredited liberals and promoted 

cons~rvative doctrine, he never directly accused the Democrats 

or Johnson, nor did he ever directly praise Guldwater. becduse 

Heagan's politic~l message was implicitly stated, his speech 

may have projected an aura of non-partisanship. Emphasizing 

this allusion with non-partisan ~p~eals, his oPGning remarks 

comprised an a~peal for a fair hearing combined with an a~peal 

for unity: 

James Madison, one of our founGing fathers, said, I~e 

base all our experiments on the capacity of man for self
governm~nt.' The practice of self-government entails free 
discussion between men of good will in an effort to solve 
differences of opinion. 

Today it seems impossible to oebate legitimately the 
mea~s of solving our problems. There is a growing tendency 
to substitute namecalling. On the one h~nd, a small group 
of ~eople see treason in any philosophical uifferances of 
opinion and apply the terms 'pink' and 'leftist' to those 
who are motivated only by humanitarian idealism in their 
support of the lib~ral welfare philosophy. On the other 
hand, an even greater number of people today, advocates of 
this liberal philosophy, lump all who oppose their viBwpoint 
under the banner of right-wing lunacy, charging that these 
right-wing lunatics ur extremists pose the only internal 
threat to our national security. Gne has to wonder how long 
we can afford the luxury Qf this f3mily fight while we are 44 
at war with the most oangerous enemy mankind has ev~r known. 

43 F · h 
~s ~r, 

44 Reagan, 

1 31 • 
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Reagan seemed to have been extremLly cautious in ap~roach-

ing his audience--perhaps because of the radical associations 

Goldwater had created toward conservative Doctrine. Yet, his 

introduction WaS probably well received by his audi~nce for he 

allowed his listeners little opportunity to think badly of him. 

In effect, Reagan had presented a reference to time-honored 

values, slid into on appeal for a fair hearing, separated hi~-

self from radical factions, and offered a fear appeal as a 

motivational factor of acceptance--all in a tone of moderation. 

To the average listener of 1964, Reagan's ap~roach probably 

appeared moderate and sensible. The appeal functiuned to Lnhance 

his image and to create an inclination to listen to the conser-

vative message. 

His most explicitly stated nan-partisan uppeal for unifi-

cation was also presented in a tone of moderation. 

In this election year--regardless of the party of our 
choice, because this transends party lines--we must pin 
down those who solicit our votes as to where they stand 
with reyard to fiscal responsibility, indiviuual freedom 
and limited government. 45 

This statement suggests two differing commentariEs. It 

is interesting to note that this unification appeal for Goldwater 

is the closest approximation to an allusion to the Hepublican 

candidate for President. Whether necessary to maintain a climate 

of moderation or not, keagan's hesitancy to directly tell his 

audi~nce that, yes, Goldwater is the man to ass~age all of our 

fears probably had a predictable effect upon his audience. It 

45Reagan, "A Time For Chuosing," p. 14. 
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probably served to focus attention away from, rather than 

toward, Goldwat~r. Consuqu£.;ntly, it flIoy be suggc;sted that his 

strategy of unification through motivational ~ppeals was focus~d 

in two similar directions, conservative doctrine and Rondld 

Reagan--but hardly satisfying co~p16tely to the Goldwater Pres-

idential aspirations. 

Un the other hand, his stronger attem~ts at unification 

occurred through close association with his attacks on big 

government and liberalism tied to the mGtivational factors of 

fear appeals. This seemed to be the primary thrust of heagan's 

unification attempt. Ample instances of motivational appeals 

were provided by reference to time-honored values and to the 

fear of loss of individualism and freedom. Quoting Professor 

Alexander Fraser Tytler, heagan said a government cannot endure 

a loose fiscal policy without falling into dictatorship: 

This is not a theoretical speCUlation on our future; 
it is a warning from cur past, for it was written while we 
were a colony of Great Britain. The professor was explaining 
what had destroyed the Hepublic of Athens more than 2,UOO 
years before. • TytlEr's warning reminds us that dem
ocracy is mob rule unless we hav~ some ground rules protect
ing the rights of the indiviouals and putting them beyond 
the vote of th~ majority. You and I have such ground rules 
providing for the most equitable and limited government 
ever known to man--the Constitution. 46 

He further added: "One man says that to talk of the 

Constitution today is to talk of taking the cuuntry back to the 

days of McKinley. I think this is not a bad idea, for under 

Me K J.. n 1 e y we f r e e d' Cub a • 11 4 7 '- . l' . d 1 d ~eemJ.ng y, ~eagan J.n u g8 J.n 

46 
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rabble-rousing, flag waving rhetoric. HowevcI, it may h~ve been 

an effective method of mutivating his audience. Considering 

that most Americans could not easily reject time-honored values, 

his fear appeals were probably effective in identifying ~eagan 

with salient values of his audience and inducing a willingness 

to modify opinion. 

The strongest titgments of Reagan's unificdtion attempt 

through fear appeals emerged by his contrast of positive appeals 

to patriotism with the negative as~ects of manipulation: 

Mankind has known only a few r;lomEnts of freedom in 
all the long climb from the swamp to the stars, and most 
of those moments have been ours. ~trangely enough, all of 
them have been under a system of private ownership and cap
italism. But freedom is never more than ont generation away 
from extinction. • I think we have come to a time for 
choosing. Two contrary philosophies divide us in this land 
of ours. either we believe in our traditiunal system of 
individual liberty, or we abandon the Americwn Revolution 
and confess that an intellectual elite in a far distant 
capital can plan our lives for us better than we can plan 
them ourselves. 48 

Reagan farced nis listenurs into a black-and-white, 

either-or decision. They must either reject the liberal phil-

osophy, represented by Johnson, or they must reject the American 

values of liberty, freedom, and individualism. Heagan uffered 

no latitudes of rejection er acceptance--only polarized extremes. 

But considering the values he was appealing to and the 5tr~ngth 

of his anti-government, anti-liberdl attacks, his audience was 

probably not listening critically for either-or fallacies and 

was fair game for the dilemma Reagan cr8ated--a dilemma that 

48 
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could only be solved by the partial accuptance of keagan's 

conservative credo and the protection of time-ord~in~d American 

values. 

Similar to the faulty logic employed in the previous 

appeal, Reagan presented a series of suggested chwnges toward 

conservative philosophy in his attack on liberal policies which 

were basically inconsequential: 

It is time we questioned what we have done to free-
dom. • In addition to a reduction in taxes, we must 
demand that any tax reform be simplified so that the citizen 
of mOdest means need not Lmpluy legal assistance to find out 
how much he owes his governm~nt.49 

Although somewhat vague, Reagan's comment prubably 

appealed to many segments of his audi~nce because of the almost 

universal distaste for payin~ taxes. Heagan later increased 

the motivational appeal of his taxation comments uy intrcoucing 

a devil association to socialism: 

let us have the courage in tax reform to look squarely, 
once Qnd for all, at the myth that our graduated income tax 
has any resemblance to proportionate taxation. The entire 
structure was created by Karl Marx. It has no justification 
in getting the government neeaed revenue. It sil;:ply is a 
penalty on the individual who can improve his own lot; it 
takes his earnings from him and redistributes them to 
people who are incapable of earning as much as he can. 50 

Heagan seemed to be t~mploying a de facto unity princi~le 

under appeals to a common cause--the salvation of time-hunored 

American values as opposed to the corruption of government and 

liberal/socialist philosophy. By rationing-out to his list8ners 

49Reagan, "A Time For ChOOSing," p. 14. 

SOIb' . ~d ., p. 1 3. 
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concrete examples of what could be done, Reagan was appealing to 

self-interests and, therefore, was probably effective in ~ot-

ivating a oegree of willingness to accept the conservative credo. 

Despite a strong appeal for conservatism, Heagan gave his 

audience little concrGte grounds for action. However, he pro-

vided ample motivational appeals to touch the values and needs 

of his audience. Once again, the two strongest appeals in 

Reagan's rhetoric of unification emerged with the powerful 

combination of positive appeals to patriotism contrasted to fear 

appeals: 

Daniel Webster said, 'Hold on, my frienos, to the 
Constitution of the United States of America and to the 
Republic for which it stands. Miracles do not happen. 
What has happened once in six thousand years Inay never 
happen again. Hold on to your Constitution, for if the 
Constitution shall fall, there will be anarchy throughout 
the world.' 

It has been said that if we lose this way of life of 
ours, history will report that those who nad the most to 
lose did the least to prevent its happening. And we Can 
do something about it. • We can no longer afford to 
sit on the sidelines; to practice such aloofness today is 
to go on feeding the crocodile, hoping he will eat you ~. 
But eat you he will. 51 

Reagan masterfully colored his message with hues of pride 

and patrictism in striking contrast to the fear of losing all 

America had achieved--perhaps, even to the extreme of creating 

fear where no evidence was shown to warrant concern. Growing 

from R~agan's strategy of condemnation and surrounded by moti-

vational appeals, keagan's strategy of unification was probably 

successful. Because these appeals were hitting fears and values 

51 
Reagan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 2. 
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held almost universally by all segments of his audience, they did, 

indeed, transcend party lines. The final culmination of this 

strategy waS presented in Heagan's ending phrases as he intro-

duced a strong a~peal directed toward the responsibility motive: 

You and I are facD to face with our destiny. We must 
stand firm, or we shall trail in the dust the golden hopes 
of mankind for generations to comE. I b~lieve that free-
dom nas never been so fragile, so near to slipping from 
our grasp, as it is at this moment, and this did not came 
about through an outside aggressor. It came about through 
our awn sincere efforts to solve problems of misery and human 
need through exchanging freedom for security. 

If we do not accept the challenge, our children may 
well be the generation that takes the first step into 
anotner thousand years of darkness. 'We hold the power 
and the responsibility; we shall nobly save or meanly lose 
the last best hope of man on carth.'52 

Reagan's concluding challenge to his audience presented 

no new factors except, perhaps, the masterful touch of precise 

audience analysis--manipulating the values, needs, and desires 

of the general American public through expertly woven motivational 

appeals. But one must remember the purposes stated earlier for 

Reagan's strategy of unification through motivational appeal: 

the purification of Goldwater's image, the affirmation of 

Reagan's image und, finally, the purification of the image held 

of the conservative doctrine. 

Considering the fever of the nation at that time, Reagan's 

motivational appeals were probably effective in purging from 

the public image the radical overtones of the conservative right, 

at least temporarily. It also seems probable that keagan's 

52 R eayan, "A Time For Choosing," p. 16. 
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implicit suggestion that Goldwater, as the spiritual father of 

the conservative message, should reap the benefit of the aroused 

motivational factors. 

public would ugree. 

It does not necessarily folluw that the 

However, one finds little in keagan's content or organ-

ization--aside from implicit suggestions and the context itself-

to SUggE!st that Reagan seriously attempted purification of 

Goldwater's image. In tnat case, the question must be raised: 

what was Reagan's incentive for his extensive usc of motivational 

appeal? The answer most lik~ly lies in the third stated pur

pOSE of his unification through motivGtiunal appeal strategy-

that of affirming thb image of konalu Reagan. 

Indeed, since Reagan offered virtual~y no concrete sug

gestions to his audienc~, even so much as a "vote for Goldwater" 

plug, it se~ms that the person who reaped the rewards of the 

motivational ap~eals inducing attituoe change was Honala heagan. 

Rhetorically, the strategy functioned to ennance his image 

through non-partisan appeals, appeals to patriotism, and fear 

appeals identifying Heagan ~Jith the v~lues, hopes, and fears 

commonly held by his audience. For the purpose of affirming 

the ~eagan image, it would seem a sound rhetorical tactic. 

In his 1964 address, keagan attempted to meet his situation 

by the presentation of two strategies--condemnation through 

attack ana unification through motivational appeals. These 

strategies were formulatea as the answer to solve his unique 

rhetorical problems in an effort to modify opinion, and, thereby, 

dccomp~ish his purpuses. In light of the social-pwlitical setting 
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ana the analysis of the agency, the critical perspec~ive has 

been constructed from which to evaluate fleagan's success or 

failure in overcoming his rheturical proclems. 



VII. CUNCLU2iIuN 

To evaluate the probable effect of Reagan's speech it 

would seem prUdent to return first tu his pur~oses for the 

aadress. ~eagan had two oiverse purposes tied to imdgB prob-

lems: he had to penetrate the hostility surrounoing the 

Goldwater imuge and fulfill nis functiun as a fund raiser; more 

important, he desperately needed to change his awn image as a 

television cowboy in arder tu promote a beginning for his pol-

itical cart::;er. 

The major rhetorical problem heagan faced was tne hos-

tility barrier created by Goldwater. Political analyst ~tephen 

2ihad~gg re-emphasized the attituoinal conflict which Goldwater 

had creuted: 

Goldwater spoke of painful things. To reform society 
it waS necessary for him to attack society. A Goldwater 
victory woulD have requir~o the voters to make an ufficial 
confessiun of their past failures to f~cG reality, tu dual 
firmly witll such matters as deficit financing, non productive 
forLign aiu, 5nd ambivalent for~ign pulicy and selfish self
inoulgence. And in the year of Goldwater's u~feat the 
p :::; 0 p 1 c ,,,-e rei n a moo '-.: to _, s C rj per e s p 0 n sib i 1 i t y, not ace e p t 
it. 1 

Kenneth Burke sugyestLd that you persuade tnrouyh iden

tification uf attituues proclaiming a unity a~ung mcn. 2 Even 

1 ~tephen ~hade9g, ~'lhi3t HappEned to GolCIIIJdter-! The Inside 
Story of the 1~64 Hopublican Campaign (j~ew York: Hult, kinehart 
and Winston, 1965), p. 252. 

'1 

£.Dunuld C. Bryant, Ed., The Hheturical Idiom: I:ssaY5 in 
"hE ter ie, LJratury, Li3nguage, and Drama (I tuca, fkli,j Y urk: Lurnell 
University Press, 1~5B), pp. 171-172. 
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though their m~ssagcs wure icentiLal, ke~gLin apparently aid 

overcome the conflict btitwe~n his consErvative message and his 

audience through precise audi~nce analysis ~nd the strategies 

of condemnation one unification. In their comparison of the 

heagan und Goldwater approaches, the Saturday Lveniny Post 

commented: 

There is not ch~ faintest discernibl~ difference 
between heagan's view on all major issues and Barry 
Goldwater's. But there is all the difference in the world 
in how those views are expressed. Barry Goldwater us~d 
to SdY his say with a tlarsh cancior which often mucic him 
sound like God's angry r.Jan, and \Jhich certainly cos t him 
milliuns of votes. HunalG Reagan is the television Good 
Guy come to life ~nd his answers even to tough questions 
are DbGut as harsh as pablum. 3 

ReaJan's ten years of practical experience promGting the 

conservative doctrine on ~he General llectric tour appurGntly 

helped him to analyze corr~ctly tne intensity of attack th~t his 

audienCE would accHpt and the degree of motivati~nal oppeal 

that would stimulate tnem: "He not only tells his conservative 

au~i~nces what they want to hear--he uoes it with such pro-

fEssional experience that ~ven thL thrce-Martinis-before-lunch 

stay 3wake." 4 men 

His telecast resulted in $1 milliun in grass-routs con

tributions tu the Guldw~ter campdign. 5 Therefore, it m~y be 

concluded that Reayan aid successful~y overcome the public's 

3Stmvart Alsop, "The Good Guy," 5~turdi)y c..vening Post, 
238, (November 20, 1965), 18. 

4 lbid • 
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predisposition against conservative messages and, at least 

temporarily, reaffirm th~ imag~ of t~le conservutive doctrine. 

However, there is no evidenc~ Lither historically or in 

his text to support the thesis that r(eagan helped to purify 

Goldwater's imag~. If this truly were an implicit purpose in 

keagan's aduress, he failed. In fact, as Theudore White suggested 

quite the opposite effect was achieved: "Ironically 8nough, it 

was the Same election camp~i~n which destroyed Barry Goldwater 

as a pUlitical figure that promoteti another conservative tu a 

positi0n of political prestige.,,6 

The rhetorical choices Reagan made in presenting his 

persuasive appeals were apparently precisely on target. Before 

the speech ileag an IrJas a cOl.lIboy-ac tor--afterward, hE: bec dm8 wrlat 

sum c call e d "t h e hot t L S t n e oJ pro d u c t L nth e pol i t i ... a I mar k e t • " 7 

Through his use of persuasive stlotegies and motivational appeals, 

he3gan succeeded in reaching at least ~ne segment cf his auoicnce--

he was noticed politic~lly and later courted GS a Republican 

cdnuiaa~8 fur Governor of California by the milliunairre tri-

umvirate of ~outhErn Californiu. A. C. Rubel, H~nry ~alvatori, 

and HolmES Tuttle viewed Reagan as the "hottest property American 

5Sh d 253. a egg, p. 

6Theodore H. white, The Making of the President in 1964 
(New York: Atheneum, 1~65), p. 313. 

7"California: 
1965),19. 

Will He Size Up?," Newsweek, 65 (June 7, 
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conservatism possessed.u 8 Obviously, to these men, the most 

important segment of his audiBnc8, ~eagan did affirm and create 

a new political image. 

Reagan was also attempting through the speech to modify 

his image from actor to politician with another important aud-

ience--the general American public. His unification through 

motivational appeal strategy was directed toward accomplishing 

this goal. However, the assessment of attituoe change in this 

area is more difficult. However, his styl~ of appearance on 

television probdbly waS a contributing factor in his political 

image affirmation. Pat Brown, defeated by keayQn for Governor 

in 1966, suggested: 

Reagan comes across on television as totally sure of 
himself and his views. He rarely stammers, seldom ex
presses any qualific~tions or disclaims to his blunt 
black-and-white statements dnd never Gxprcsses a real 
doubt about himself. 

Despite his informality, he conveys a sense of strong 
conviction and sincerity, which is pLrhaps his greatest 
asset in the unrehearsed television proyram. He appears 
to be calm, confident, and wnriarried, but slsu ~arncst, 
concerned, and dedic~ted. I would sum up ilis style in 
front of the camera as 'co~l intensity'--pernaps the 
perfect qual~ty for a politician in the McLuh2n era of 
communication.~ 

~eaganls ap~earance on televiSion, learned and refined 

during his host years with General Electric, was a potent 

compliment to his persuasive ~ttempts to affirm his political 

8 Lou Lannon, konnie and Jessie: A Political Goyssey 
(New York: Doubleday, 1969~pp. 71-72. 

9Edmund G. Brown, Rea9an and keality, The Two Californias 
(New York: Praeger, 1~7u), pp. 49-5U. 
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image. As Michael Lavie noted in his political analysis of 

California politics: "His political ancestor, Barry Goldwater, 

was not reassuring but harsh--he waS a divider and an evident 

extremist. keayan, on the contrary, appears as a conciliator, 

with apparently modest aims. n10 

It is difficult to assess how well h~agan's persuasive 

appeals in 1964 changed his public image dt thdt time. In the 

long-tern effect hE was successful--Californiu elected him 

Governor in 1966. But in the initial stagLs of his primJry 

campaign in that election, profession31 campaign munagers 

5pensor and 1100erts still listed his actor-imag~ as a serious 

I " b"l"t 11 ~a ~ ~ y. Hegardless of the depth of the change, Heagan 

was appdrently successful in enhi'incing his image ~"ith this 

most vital audience. 

REagan's use of persuasive principles was successful 

in accomplishing his most important person31 yoal--thu door-

way was opened for his political ascent. As Life rJ1agazine 

reported: 

It was The Speech, more than anything elSE, that 
propelled neagan into active politics on beh~lf of Ronald 
~8agan. At the end uf the 1964 campaign he del~vered it 
for the first time on coast-tu-coast television as a last 

York: 
10Michael Davie, California: Tns Vanishin~ Lream (New 
Dodd, Il.1ead, and Company, 1972), p. 155. 

l1Stephen HLss and Lavid ~. Jroder, The kepublican 
Lstablishmcnt: The Present and Future of the ~. ~. E. (New 
York: Harper andhovJ, lY6"f)-:-pp. 257-z"86.--
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minute plea for Goldwater. N~cirly ~very objLctive student 
of politics who Ileard it al~rt.,es it ~vas a starmaking per
formance. 12 

12Hichard Oulahdn unc. ~~illiam Lc:.mbert, "The tical hunald 
i\ e a 9 a n ~ t iJ n d sUp," .b.i.f.£, 6 i..l (J a n u a r y 21, 1966 j, 71. 
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